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Cells are our basic units

Cells are classified by structure, location, function, molecules

Graphics credit: Aviv Regev and Alex Shalek



Problem: we do not really know our cells

• ~37.2 trillion cells 

• Text book: ~300 ‘major’ cell types?

• Science: ~100 sub-sub-types of neurons just in the retina, or a single 
region of the brain’s neocortex

Graphics credit: Aviv Regev and Alex Shalek



To create a comprehensive reference map of the types and properties of all 
human cells, the fundamental unit of life, as a basis for understanding, 

diagnosing, monitoring, and treating health and disease

Human Cell Atlas: Mission

Chemistry Biology and MedicineGenomics

Mendeleev, 1869-1900 Human Genome Project, 1990-2003



What gives different cells different properties?
They use different genes

Graphics credit: Anna Hupalowska

DNA

RNA

Protein

A single RNA 
molecule is called 
a transcript

The complete set 
of RNA molecules 
in a cell is a 
“transcriptome”

Gene expression is a fingerprint of a cell



“Disruptive” technological advance: Single cell genomics

Tissue Dissociated cells Single cell RNA
from active

genes

Transcriptome
active genes in that 

cell

Graphics credit: Sanger Institute/HCA

“Single cell transcriptomics” methods can measure 4,000-12,000 genes per 
cell, across tens of thousands of cells, in any tissue in any species



Massively parallel methods let us profile many cells

Video courtesy of: Anindita Basu, Broad Institute

5,000 cells/second

Bulk genomics Single cell genomics



Idea: There are ~20,000 genes in the genome.  
We can define a cell as a point in 20,000- dimensional gene expression space

Gene expression provide the coordinates for a map of all human cells

Gene 1

Gene 2

Gene 3

Graphics credit: Aviv Regev, Allon Wagner, Nir Yosef, and Leslie Gaffney



Single cell genomics is growing exponentially, and provides the 
necessary scale to approach an atlas of human cells

1K



Genes Cells

Genetic variant

Disease

Autism

Muscular Dystrophy

Rett Syndrome

Cardiac Fibrosis

Obesity

Crohn’s Disease

Why a human cell atlas?
Knowing our cells is essential to understand the genes that cause disease

Graphics credit: Aviv Regev and Alex Shalek



variants to drugs

diagnostics

regenerative 
biology

drug toxicities

disease mechanisms

drug discovery

drug efficacy & resistance

Human Cell Atlas Consortium White Paper, Section 1

Knowing our cells is essential to treating disease



Where do disease risk genes 
act?

Which cells are disrupted?

What are their functions 
& modules?

Which cell programs are 
changed?

What is the effect of 
drug?

Which communications are 
disrupted? 
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Atlas will provide a refined vocabulary for disease

Smilie et al. (2019) Cell



What is the Human Cell Atlas?

• The HCA Roadmap: concept, practice, and use

• Atlas infrastructure: Tools, data platform



Concepts

types / states positionstrajectories/transitions histological modules



Tissue sampling
Anatomical sampling

Histological sampling

Number of individuals

Number of cells 

Number of regions Coordinate framework

Reference

Sampling

Development and aging



Common Coordinate Frameworks (CCFs) to map and 
aggregate data

Support: HubMAP HIVE, BRAIN Initiative Satija, Regev, Marioni

4. Reconstructing an atlas from its features2. Approach 1: Map all to one template

3. Approach 2: Iteratively align and average1. Calculate best template



The HCA Consortium

Human Cell Atlas Consortium White Paper, Section 7



The HCA Roadmap

Graphics credit: Ania Hupalowska



HCA principles and values

• Quality

• Flexibility

• Community

• Equity: Diversity and inclusion: subjects and scientists

• Transparency and open sharing: data, code, protocols

• Privacy and ethics

• Technological innovation and excellence

• Computational innovation and excellence

Graphics credit: Anna Hupalowska





Atlases are now being made from many organs



Views from the Atlases
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Building our Biological Networks

pilot projects

200+labs in 20 countries 38 projects on 10 organ systems

CZI Seed Networks for the Human Cell Atlas

Slide courtesy of: Jonah Cool/ CZI



2,809,355 cells processed
8 projects in last month - 6 pre-publication projects for travel awardees
Next up - Single nucleus RNA-Seq pipelines and analysis portals

Data at data.humancellatlas.org

✔

✔

In progress

In progress

In progress

Donors per AssayData from 13 organ systems Pipeline

✔

Building a data coordination platform for HCA

Slide courtesy of: HCA DCP

http://data.humancellatlas.org


Sharing our protocols

https://www.protocols.io/groups/hca

105 protocols, 338 members, 131 Discussions



Defining the census of brain cell types



Mouse

Major challenges in characterizing human brain compared to model 
organisms



Tasic, Yao, Smith, Graybuck…Koch, Zeng (2018) Nature

Single cell transcriptomics provides an unbiased and essentially complete 
molecular classification of mouse cortical cell types

~100 cell types in a single 
region of the mouse cortex



Similarly detailed cellular classifications can be generated in human cortex 
using single nucleus transcriptomics

Most cell types are rare

Hodge, Bakken, Miller…Lein (2019) Nature



DeFelipe 2011
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Evolutionary principles explain similarities and differences between species



Chandelier

The makeup of cortical cell types is very similar between human and mouse

Human

Mouse

“Homology mapping” to align cell types across species



Homologous cell types have many differences in gene usage across species

r = 0.71

CACNA2D3

KCNMB4

Genes with different are 
functionally important

Neuropeptide Prodynorphin (PDYN)

Excitatory Inhibitory

The gene family showing the most differences between human and mouse is involved in serotonin signaling, 

which is associated with major depression, mood disorders, schizophrenia, addiction, ADHD and autism. 

Gene expression in cell types 
is highly conserved overall

But 12-20% of the ~8000 genes 
detected have >10x difference

The genes are highly conserved but 
their cellular usage often changes



Anatomy

Cell type classification based on Single Cell Transcriptomics

Connectivity, 
function

Develop viral genetic tools for 
selective genetic manipulation and 

gene therapy

The genetically-based Cell Atlas is only the beginning

Electrophysiology

Understand the cellular basis of 
brain diseases

Understand the properties of cell types



First single cell transcriptomic studies of Alzheimer’s Disease are 
revealing cell type-selective phenotypes



AAV-based gene therapy for the nervous system is becoming a reality

SMN1 mutation-associated Spinal 
Muscular Atrophy

Biallelic RPE65 mutation-
associated retinal dystrophy



A genetic cell classification leads directly to genetic tools to target cell types

Single cell “ATAC-Seq”

Buenrostro et al., (2013) Nat. Methods, (2015) Nature  

Different cell types have different potential enhancersGene regulatory regions are found in open regions 
of the genome that are potential “enhancers” of 

gene expression
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Future of precision medicine: Gene therapy targeted to specific cell types 
affected in disease

Short enhancers drive gene expression in different cell types 
following viral infection



The brain atlas is the foundation for a new era in understanding and 
treating brain disease

o Are some cell types selectively vulnerable or resistant?

o What molecular pathways are perturbed in which cell types?

o Where is the best cellular and molecular target for intervention, 
potentially using gene therapy applications?

Do neurological, neuropsychiatric, or neurodegenerative diseases involve pathology 
of specific cell types?

NIH BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Network will complete the entire mouse 
brain and a draft of human brain in 2020



Humans are Diverse. 
So Are their Cells.
No One Lab or Country 
Should Build the Atlas 
Alone.



Japan: 45 Members, 29 Institutes

HCA membership: global and rapidly growing
1756 Members, 70 Countries, 1030 Institutes

14 organs/systems: e.g. digestive system; 198 members1756 members, 641 PI

https://www.humancellatlas.org/join-hca/

http://www.humancellatlas.org/joinhca


Learning more about the HCA

https://www.humancellatlas.org/

https://www.humancellatlas.org/publications/ and: URL: https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.05192v1

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.humancellatlas.org%2Fpublications%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cf08756958a4742e1ad0e08d7814d9669%7C32669cd6737f4b398bddd6951120d3fc%7C0%7C1%7C637120042560876602&sdata=VARIMN%2BhFL3Y6VpFttNfzatNDNyMd5UKUeWI0mLeq2A%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farxiv.org%2Fabs%2F1810.05192v1&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cf08756958a4742e1ad0e08d7814d9669%7C32669cd6737f4b398bddd6951120d3fc%7C0%7C1%7C637120042560886556&sdata=XfCYXH4aVpOZWvlHNcariFvQD9QCECih5680oEwwuY0%3D&reserved=0


Partnership across programs 
and funders

• Related and complementary initiatives

• Diverse funded data collected projects across the globe

• Support for central efforts: DCP, meetings, ethics, equity

• Discounts to help enable research:

• Biolegend: Discount on reagents

• Nanostring: Discount of reagents, instruments

• Takara:  Discount on reagents

• 10x Genomics: New discount plan
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